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Once there was a unicorn named Marigold. A girl named Pheobe saved the unicorns life. Marigold slid down a beautiful rainbow from a magical forest into Pheobe's world. A moth came by and tickled her nose and she started to fall. The unicorn was so beautiful Pheobe couldn't look away.
All of the sudden she saw the unicorn start to fall from the colors of the rainbow. Pheobe ran home and got all the marshmallows she could gather up and as Marigold fell, Pheobe put marshmallows under her. The unicorn had a colorful horn with soft white fur. Marigold asked if Pheobe wanted one wish and she said yes. She wished for her and Marigold to be friends. Pheobe had beautiful
hair that Marigold loved to nibble because she thought it was hay. They went on an adventure and saw a frog on a log. A snake with a shake. A tiger with a spider. A moth with a cloth. A pig that Jigs. They finally reached a big pond and took a swim. Marigold was drowning because her heavy white fur and colorful horn weighed her down in the deep water. Pheobe saved her and they became friends forever.